
CHAPTER THREE

AUSTIN LESBIAN ORGANIZATION

When 18 year old Margaret * arrived in Austin from

Houston in the fall of 1967 to attend UT, she was

expecting there to be no lesbians. To her pleasant

surprise, she went to the Insomnia Club, the only '-gey bar

in town, and met four women. In addition to these

lesbians, fixtures of the bar, she met four or five other

women who were relatively open as lesbians but did not go

to the bar. As Margaret recalls, that was about the

totality of Austin's lesbian community. There were

certainly many women with homosexual feelings in Austin

but very few brave enough in 1967 to openly identify as

lesbians. Margaret had heard that there were many

lesbians in the Physical Education department at the

University but that they were extremely closeted fof fear

of losing their positions.1

A little over seven years later, in December of

1974, Jean McCray, a member of a loosely formed lesbian

rap group, spearheaded a drive to begin a lesbian

1 Margaret * , interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 20 July 1990.
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organization in Austin. The rap group she and her

friends attended was all that remained of Gay Women's

Liberation, which had existed briefly in 1973 to meet the

needs of those trapped between the misogynistic gay

groups and the homophobic mainstream women's groups.

McCray and the other organizers planned a meeting for

January 12, 1975, expecting only a few women in addition

to. the. regular rap group attendees-. To. their amazement

over 100 women showed up at the first meeting of what

became the Austin Lesbian Organization.2

What had happened? In the short space of seven

years a social revolution had occurred that brought

Austin women out of their homes, out of their traditional

roles and, for many, out of their closets. This was a

tremendous step forward for white middle class Austin

women, and it led to a whole new identity and pride in

being women. This was especially true on campus, where

women who had been active in leftist organizations in the

late 1960s were tiring of male chauvinism and by the

early 1970s were forming women's liberation cells on

campus. Many of these women then cooperated with middle

class non-university women throughout Austin. Many of

the organizers of these womens groups were lesbians in

2 "ALO Birthday Memories," Goodbye to All That, v.2
no.l, February 1976, p. 1.
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different stages of coming out, who for one reason or

another could not work with something as open as Gay

Liberation.3

By late 1974, Austin had several women's groups of

various political stripes working for different causes,

including NOW, the Austin Women's Political Caucus,

Everywomen's Center, University Women and Free Space

among others. . In.addition,, or in conjunction witlwthese

organizations, women often set up rap groups to discuss

common problems, to share ideas and to discuss the new

ideology of feminism. Many lesbians attended these

informal discussion groups but quickly became

dissatisfied with the "purely reproductive concerns" of

the straight women and in 1973 formed their own lesbian

rap groups.4 These groups consisted primarily of a few

friends who occasionally placed an ad in the Rag to

announce a meeting.5 It was a rap group like this

attended by Jean McCray in late 1974 that came up with

the idea of having a full-fledged lesbian organization.

After a tremendous response at the first meeting

3 Bek Runte, interview by the author, written notes,
Austin, Texas, 9 February 1990.

4 Margaret * , interview by the author.

5 "Notices," Rag, 3 June 1974, p. 18.
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produced a mailing list of 85 names,6 some of the

organizers decided to put out a monthly newsletter that

was called "Les Be Friends." It soon became the ALO

Newsletter and changed its name again in August 1975 to

Goodbye to All That, a reference to a statement by Robin

Morgan printed in the underground New York publication

Rat. Morgan, a radicalesbian, advocated non-involvement

with men's organizations,.especially those on the-^

political left, that had used women's energies while

giving nothing in return a situation that mirrored

that in Austin.7 In all of its incarnations, the

newsletter survived and published almost every month

until its demise in early 1978. The newsletter provides

a useful insider's view into the lesbian movement that

exploded in the mid 1970s in Austin. Together with

interviews of several members of ALO, it provides the

material behind the following narrative.

The women of ALO realized that their strength lay in

the tremendous diversity of their membership, and they

therefore formed a unique organizational structure to

accommodate differences in lifestyle and opinion. At the

6 "Les Be Friends," Second of two letters announcing
formation of lesbian group; describes first meeting, 23
February 1975.

7 "Goodbye to All That," GTAT, v.l no.7, August
1975, p. 1.
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second meeting ALO members created a steering committee

that reflected the variety of interests of the group.

There was no chairperson or president to lead ALO;

rather, there were leaders, one from each committee.

There were political action, social, communications,

finance and education committees that were elected by the

entire membership of ALO. There were also softball,

soccer, mothers' support.and theater committees thai were

completely autonomous but that had organized in

conjunction with ALO. Each of these autonomous groups

elected one representative to sit on the Steering

Committee. This loose structure appeared to be the only

way to accommodate lesbian interests as diverse as

political action, chaired for over a year and a half by

Bek Runte; communications or "com com," responsible for

publishing the newsletter and chaired initially by Vicky

Killgore; and ALO's ferocious soccer team, the "Lavender

Furies," successfully coached by Karin Bonicoro.8 -.

The committee structure gave maximum flexibility to

members who wanted to organize a group with a specific

purpose, such as the softball team. This subgroup could

then tap into the ALO newsletters and meetings to find

8 "ALO General Meeting," ALO Newsletter, v.l no.4,
April 1975, p. 1; "Communications Committee," v.l no.4,
April 1975, p. 5.



recruits, funds and support. These committees were open

to all ALO members and allowed them to concentrate on

their particular interest without getting bogged down in

continuous ALO organizing. Indeed, ALO never met more

than once a month - - a conscious effort to give the

committees a majority of the women's time.9

During this period, in early 1975, ALO was meeting

at the Austin Women's Center, which was. leasing space in

the Texas Federation of Women's Clubs building on 24th

and San Gabriel Streets. The Austin Women's Center was

itself composed of the Austin Women's Political Caucus

(AWPC), the Austin chapter of NOW, and the Women's Equity

Action League (WEAL), three mainstream feminist groups

that seemed supportive of the lesbian movement. It soon

became apparent, however, that this support had definite

limits. According to ALO member Janna Zumbrun, it was

the first openly advertised all-women's dance in Austin.

It was held on a Saturday night in mid-March of 1975, and

was the first major social event for ALO. Many women and

their dates attended the fete, which was by all accounts

a great success. Later in the evening, however, the

women came face to face with their ideological opposites,

fraternity-type men from a campus organization, the

9 Robin M., interview by the author, written notes,
Austin, Texas, 9 June 1990.
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Silver Spurs, who were having a party in the next

building. Some men from the Silver Spurs invaded the ALO

party through a back door after having guessed that it

was a lesbian gathering. They demanded entrance to

search the party for girlfriends who had lost their way

at the party. The lesbians denied them further access

and told them to leave. A yelling match ensued, which

ended with the departure of the Silver Spurs. Homager,

before they could get away, an irate lesbian threw a beer

at the men and then slammed the door in their faces.

Responding to provocation with violence, the Silver Spurs

vandalized the door, causing extensive damage.10

The conservative women of the Texas Federation of

Women's Clubs (TFWC) in turn were outraged. They had had

no idea that their building had been sublet by the Austin

Women's Center to a lesbian organization for meetings and

social events. The TFWC demanded that the Women's Center

stop associating with the ALO or lose its lease. This

caused the first true ideological test for the mainstream

feminist Women's Center.11

At first it appeared that the Women's Center

10 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 21 March 1990; "Betrayal," ALO
Newsletter, v.l no.3, 3 April 1975, pp. 1, 4-5.

11 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.
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supported their lesbian sisters. They withdrew from the

homophobic TFWC and began in earnest the search for a new

location. It later turned out that they had planned on

moving anyway. The split between the ALO and the Women's

Center came when ALO, "in the interests of courtesy and

solidarity,"12 requested permission from the Women's

Center to publicize TFWC's blatant discrimination. It

* was at this point that the mainstream women's movfijQgnt

showed its true colors. At a March 31, 1975, meeting the

Austin Women's Center voted by a wide margin not to

publicly support the Austin Lesbian Organization either

as individual organizations (NOW, AWPC and WEAL) or as a

group (the Women's Center). The reasons given were that

it was too close to an election and candidates endorsed

by the Women's Center would suffer if associated with

lesbians, and that it would possibly block government

funding for a new women's center building.13

The lesbians of ALO were justifiably incensed.,. It

was, afterall, lesbians who had been at the forefront of

the women's movement. In many instances it was lesbians

who started or were involved with organizing the very

12 "Silver Spurs," ALO Newsletter, v.l no.3, 3 April
1975, p. 2.

13 "Betrayal," ALO Newsletter, v.l no.3, 3 April
1975, p. 2.
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groups by which they were now being oppressed. The ALO

Newsletter posited that the Austin Women's Center had

"compromised feminism"14 and had thus forced many Austin

lesbians into the painful realization that sisterhood was

being eaten away from the inside by middle-class

homophobia. These wounds would take a long time to heal,

teaching lesbians the limitations of the mainstream

women's movement. &*_»

ALO members had barely recovered from their shock

over the Silver Spurs incident when another act of

violence threatened the stability of ALO and justified a

growing distrust of straight society. On Memorial Day,

1975, ALO sponsored a campout at Paleface Park on Lake

Travis. Houston lesbians were also invited in an effort

to get a broader interchange of ideas and social

activities. Over 150 women and children were on hand for

what promised to be a beautiful weekend. The fun was

marred, however, when a group of men in a pickup tr-uck

began hassling the lesbians, and threw rocks, shouted

obscenities and attempted to run their truck through the

middle of the campsite. When "Annette" and several of

her sisters stood in the truck's path, the driver got out

and began throwing punches. The sheriff arrived shortly

14 ibid.
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thereafter and arrested the men, while "Annette" was

taken to the hospital. She pressed charges against the

assailant and won a conviction a few months later.15

That summer ALO participated in the second Gay Pride

Week Celebration in Austin along with men from Gay People

of Austin. The first celebration and march had been held

in 1971, at a time when Gay Liberation was still in its

heyday. Due to lack a.of. interest and organization**

however, no celebrations had been held since then.16

ALO participation signified a recognition by lesbians

that although they were separated from gays, they and the

men were equally oppressed by the homophobia rampant in

society. In the summer of 1975, most lesbians probably

agreed with this position. Total separatism was not yet

in vogue in Austin and the participation of ALO did not

spark any major internal controversies.

Later in the summer of 1975, ALO realized the dream

of having a place of its own. For several months, ALO

had been meeting at members' homes, at the University Y

or in a city park. In August ALO signed a lease on a

room in a large house at the end of 24th 1/2 Street. The

15 "Rites of Spring," ALO Newsletter, v.l no.5, 28
May 1975, p. 1; "Annette on Annette's Case," GTAT, v.l
no.9, October 1975, p.l.

16 "Gay Pride Week," ALO Newsletter, v.l no.6, 23
June 1975, p. 1.
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house was rented out by eight or nine lesbians who had a

spare room, which ALO leased for $30 a month. After a

clean-up party, "The Alley," as the house became known,

was the site of all ALO general and committee meetings

until October of 1976, when it was given up as an

expendable luxury.17

Meanwhile, in September of 1975 the lesbians and

straight women who had formerly been involved witheree

Space dissolved that organization and began

Women/Space.18 Free Space had been a result of the

radical psychology movement in the early 1970s that

sought to democratize psychology by providing informally

trained peer counsellors to the public at no cost.19

According to member Megan Seaholm, it was a collective of

nine women, over half of whom were lesbians, and three

men, who gradually left the group because they could not

get along with the lesbians.20 The women did most of

the work, but most of the clients were men, many dealing

17 Robin M., interview by the author; Anne * ,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 29
June 1990; "ALO Center," GTAT, v.l no.8, September 1975,
p. 1.

18 "Women/Space," GTAT, v.l no.7, August 1975, p. 4.

19 Megan Seaholm, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 3 July 1990.

20 ibid.
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with issues of coming out. After a year of women working

for men, the women decided to start a new collective of

women counselors for women. Thus was Women/Space born.

Initially Linda Smith and Suzanne ?, both straight, were

the leaders of a collective of around twenty women of

whom, according to Caroline Scott, as many as fifteen

were lesbians.21 It is important to note, however, that

the lesbians and straight women of Women/Space coexisted

peacefully. The true meaning of sisterhood had been

frustrated by the Women's Center the spring before.

Without the political intensity and with clearly defined

common goals, however, lesbians and straight women came

together in an alliance of feminists that worked.22

The collective met every Sunday morning for group

therapy and peer-counselor training. Everyone agreed to

work at least one shift per week, two women per shift, at

least one of whom would be lesbian, every night of the

week. The offices for Women/Space were in the University

Y, next to Gay Community Services, the Rag, and "Women

and Their Work," a feminist arts collective begun by

21 Caroline Scott, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 26 February 1990.

22 "Florence Ross," interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 27 June 1990.
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lesbian Rita Starpattern.23

In February of 1976, Women/Space began a very

successful run of informal gatherings called

"Coffeehouses" that met every Friday night. The first

Coffeehouse sponsored a speech by UT women's basketball

coach Donna Lopiano. The Coffeehouses also sponsored

poetry readings, movie nights, open discussions and music

that never assumed a sexual preference. These <=-—--

Coffeehouses were attended by many lesbians, including

those involved with ALO. In addition to these social

activities, Women/Space had a speakers' bureau that led

discussions on feminism, with an occasional reference to

lesbianism, with various groups around town. Women/Space

also directed consciousness-raising groups specifically

designed for lesbians to help them overcome the emotional

problems created by the twin scourges of sexism and

homophobia.24

While .Women/Space succeeded in bringing women-

together in late 1975 and early 1976, ALO began to fall

apart. The umbrella organization of ALO did poorly when

compared to its autonomous committees. Fewer and fewer

women showed up at the meetings in the "Alley" over the

23 ibid.

24 ibid; "Women/Space," GTAT, v.l no.8, September
1975, p. 1.
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course of 1976 and those who did were mired in the

controversy over separatism. The political action,

Goodbye to All That, softball and soccer committees were

doing well by themselves. Many active ALO members, it

seems, did not feel the need to sit through endless

ideological debates for no apparent purpose.25

External events were perhaps the only thing that

kept ALO's spirit alive through this troubled tim^-* In

October 1975, Janna Zumbrun was appointed to the Human

Relations Commission (HRC) for the city of Austin as an

open member of ALO. She was the first open lesbian in

Austin city government.26 Dr. Emma Lou Linn, a city

council member from 1975 to 1977, had been a vocal

supporter of lesbian-gay rights, and when a vacancy

appeared on the fifteen member commission, Dr. Linn

notified the ALO.27 Zumbrun had worked with the

Commission on behalf of the ALO supporting the anti

discrimination clause for sexual orientation in the-

city's planned Equal Employment Opportunity Ordinance.

The City Council passed the ordinance with little fanfare

25 Bek Runte, interview by the author.

26 "Zumbrun Appointed to HRC," GTAT, v.l no.10,
November 1975, p. 1.

27 HHRC Opening," GTAT, v.l no.7, August 1975,*p. 2.



in June of 1975.28 This silent and effortless victory

emboldened Zumbrun and Bek Runte, the chair of the

Political Action Committee of ALO, to push for a similar

defense of sexual orientation in other areas of proposed

anti-discrimination legislation being considered by the

city. Thus Zumbrun's appointment to the HRC, which wrote

the proposed legislation and advised the city council on

this and similar matters, was a great victory-for^-AtO and

the entire lesbian-gay community of Austin. Fewer than

five months later, the HRC proposed an equal access

Public Accommodations Ordinance that, with Zumbrun's

help, included sexual orientation from the beginning.

This ordinance passed the city council, again with no

objection, on April 1, 1976.29

As if to prove that homophobia would die hard, ALO

and Gay Community Services soon found themselves victims

of blatant discrimination by one of the most powerful

institutions in the city, the Austin American-Statesman.

Throughout the fall of 1975 members of both ALO and GCS

tried to get ads placed in the classified section of the

only city-wide newspaper announcing their meetings. Each

28 "EEO Ordinance," GTAT, v.l no.7, August 1975, p.
1.

29 "Public Accommodations Ordinance," GTAT, v.2
no.3, April 1976, p. 6.
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time their checks were returned without explanation.

When questioned, AAS publisher Richard Brown stated that

he would not "accept ads from people seeking to further

their persuasions of homosexuality."30 This provoked an

angry response from ALO and GCS members, who picketed the

AAS on the afternoon of November 20, 1975. They demanded

not only that the paper print ads for lesbian and gay

groups but that.they.also, stop printing.housing aad*»

employment ads that stated "no gays." The paper, in the

interest of fairness, dropped the "no gays" listings

shortly afterwards.31 They stuck to their decision to

ban the words "gay," "homosexual" or "lesbian" in

positive notices, however, until after passage of the

Public Accommodations Ordinance the next spring, when AAS

lawyers advised a policy change to prevent a suit.32

Meanwhile, a heated controversy was brewing within

the ranks of ALO. Starting in October of 1975, the

newsletter Goodbye to All That is filled with letters and

responses, articles and counter-articles about

separatism. This was a very emotional issue for many

30 "Gay sympathizers' pickets protest paper's ad
policy," AAS, morn., 20 November 1975, p. 19.

31 "Discrimination at the AAS," GTAT, v.l no.11,
December 1975, p. 9.

32 "Round 10 with the AAS," GTAT, v.2 no.3, April
1976, p. 8.



women and it quickly became a basic question of identity

that tore the organization and many of its committees

apart.

In order to fully understand the nature of the

separatist conflict within ALO and in lesbian groups

nationwide in the mid 1970s, it will be necessary to

digress into a definition of the term "woman-identified

woman," coined by New York's radicalesbians in a ^»—*

manifesto published in 1970. The manifesto called for

the overthrow of a system that demanded that women define

themselves in terms of men, by a redefinition of what it

meant to be woman:

As the source of self-hate and the
lack of real self are rooted in our

male-given identity, we must create a
new sense of self . . . Only women
can give to each other a new sense of
self. That identity we have to
develop with reference to ourselves,
and not in relation to men. . .Our
energies must flow toward our
sisters, not backward toward our
oppressors.33 -

These were powerful words, and they had an enormous

impact on the generation of lesbians that came of age in

the mid 1970s. They were a call to a revolution that was

to start at the personal level. "Girls," a sexist term,

were to become "women-identified women" through mutual

33 Anne Koedt et al., eds., Radical Feminism (New
York: Quadrangle, 1973), 240.
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nurturing and by increased self-esteem through a new

identity free of the restraints of internalized

sexism.34

Like any document that elicits strong emotional

responses from a wide variety of people, there were bound

to be disagreements as to what the manifesto actually

meant. Individual women had to learn how to adapt the

vision of womenr-identified women to their personai»Aives

to bring about this new women's world in a rapid

fashion. There were at least two schools of thought on

how best to do this.

On one side were lesbians who identified themselves

as separatists. They had suffered at the hands of the

"male dominated death culture" and sought to completely

withdraw into their own world, without power structures

and without men straight, gay or otherwise. As lesbians,

of course, they had already eliminated the basis of

sexism to which straight women were still connected-r As

separatists, they had taken feminism to what they

perceived to be its logical conclusion. Realizing that

it was impossible or at least very untenable to create a

world totally devoid of men, they nevertheless endeavored

to separate themselves from men and deal primarily with

34 ibid.
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what they perceived to be women-identified women.

Separatism was necessary so that women could be allowed

to recreate themselves with pride and integrity and

without patriarchal domination. Ideally, after a period

of separation women would have the ability to deal with

men on women's terms.35

A letter to Goodbye to All That in November 1975

signed by nine women from ALO, including Kathleens-*

Hattaway, robin birdfeather, and Flying Clouds et. al.,

described the formation of a separatist group apart from

ALO. This group charged that ALO "lacked clear

politics"36 and set forth instead their own descending

order of priorities. Women of the Lesbianationalists, as

they called themselves, were to identify firstly with

other lesbian/feminist separatists, secondly with other

lesbians, thirdly with straight-feminists and lastly with

all other women. As for men, "we will not give our

energies to males and their systems."37 In other words,

the Lesbianationalists took very seriously the line in

the manifesto that "our energies. . . must not flow back

35 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; Megan
Seaholm, interview by the author.

36 "Separatist Group Forming," GTAT, v.l no.10,
November 1975, p. 2.

37 ibid.
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toward our oppressors."38

On the other side of the intra-lesbian struggle were

ALO members Ellen Rayfield and Rachel Montoya, who drew

the battlelines differently:

I [Rachel Montoya] believe as do other
lesbians, that we should work with'our gay
brothers because we are in the same
struggle - - Lesbians and gay men are both
victims of oppression by straight society
(straight women included).39

These women were primarily gay-identified, which meant

that they were willing to work with gay men to achieve

common goals.

Most women of ALO were between these polarities of

identity. They tended to see the lesbianationalists'

pecking order as very patriarchal and a little

ridiculous, while they knew from experience that working

with gay men could be more frustrating than Montoya would

admit.40

To the moderates the arguments seemed to be

relatively unimportant, especially with the task of

building sisterhood still ahead of them. Several tried

unsuccessfully to iron out the differences in order to

38 ibid.

39 Rachel Montoya, "Letters," GTAT, v.2 no.2, March
1976, p. 2.

40 Robin M., interview by the author.
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keep the ALO meetings calm.41 The strong identity and

revolutionary fervor of the lesbianationalists created an

uncomfortable atmosphere for many lesbians. In fact the

feud became so heated that Ellen Rayfield, who was known

to have many gay male friends, received this letter:

Rayfield,
If ya lik [sic] men so much, why don't you

go fuck them women like you are better for the
men than for us!42

The unsigned letter clearly showed the hostility of

the separatists towards women they suspected were

"collaborators," like Rayfield. Not content with

individual attacks, the separatists sought to make a

public statement. They protested ALO's participation in

the third Austin Gay Pride March of June 1976, where they

stood opposite church members holding "Gay is not Good"

signs, with their own signs stating "A Penis Equals

Privilege No Matter Where They Stick It."43

ALO suffered from these divisions, not so much

because one side defeated another, but because meetings

became events to be dreaded. Even Kathleen Hattaway, a

41 "An Appeal for Unity," GTAT, v.l no.9, October
1975, p. 8.

2,

42 "Reader's Forum," GTAT, v.2 no.2, March 1976, p.

3.

43 "Gay Pride March," GTAT, v.2 no.6, July 1976, p.
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self-identified separatist, wrote that she had "become

aware of the degeneration of our community into a petty

back-biting and viciously schismatic organization."44

Despite attempts at reorganization in the spring of 1976

and a workshop sponsored by Women/Space for members of

ALO entitled "Communicating Differences,"45 the lesbian

group had begun a long steady decline only a little over

a year after its hopeful .beginnings. -,.,,

The decline of ALO did not mean that the level of

lesbian activism was necessarily declining. In fact, the

fall of 1976 and most of 1977 were filled with events and

reorganizations that showed that a centralized umbrella

organization was unnecessary. The individual committees

became organizations in their own right. The goal of ALO

serving as an focal point for organization of the lesbian

community, seemed to have been successfully met.

This era began with the separation of the

communications committee and the responsibility for.,

publishing Goodbye to All That (GTAT) from ALO. The

newsletter became an independent collective in the summer

of 1976 with Robin M., Kathleen Hattaway, Kathleen Coyne

44 Kathleen Hattaway, "Letters," GTAT, v.2 no.3,
April 1976, p. 3.

45 "Communicating Differences Workshop," GTAT, v.2
no.8, September 1976, p. 2.
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and Janna Zumbrun as the "founding mothers."46 At this

time over 300 women were receiving each monthly issue

leading the collective to decide to take GTAT to offset .

printing. They also printed a statement of purpose in

each issue declaring the lesbian-feminist publication's

intentions to stay neutral in the politics then erupting

within the lesbian community.47 Subscription rates had

changed so that now straight women and lesbians would be

charged the same amount (lesbians used to get the

newsletter for free) while they continued the policy that

"no issues will be sent to men."48

Of the other committees of ALO that were largely

autonomous, the "Lavender Furies" soccer team and the

"Amazons" softball team continued to compete successfully

in the city leagues. "Mother Tongue," the lesbian

guerrilla theater collective, staged a few comedy and

parody skits, including "The Virginia Slims Show,"

"Mother Tongue TV" and "Custody Court," at various events

around town. The "Lesbian Mothers Support Group" spent

most of its energy raising money for a defense fund for

mothers facing court struggles to keep their children

46 i.GTAT Grows Up," GTAT, v.2 no.6, July 1976, p. 1.

47 "GTAT's Publishing Priorities," GTAT, v.2 no.8,
September 1976, p. 6.

48 ibid.
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from homophobic former husbands.49

The most successful group to spring from the womb of

ALO was the Common Woman Book Collective. The idea for a

feminist book collective in Austin came from Nancy Lee

and Flying Clouds, two ALO members who had traveled to

Berkeley and had seen the thriving store that had opened

there. These two women began the collective in September

1975 and soon there were eighteen members.50 Witlf»fc*ie

help of Margaret Nunley and Grok Bookstore (an

alternative bookshop close to the UT campus), the

collective was able to open for business on December 16,

1975, at 2004 1/2 Guadalupe Street, above a barber shop.

They earned start-up capital by sponsoring a benefit

dance and by selling coupons redeemable at full value

when the store opened.51 The first couple of years were

"pretty rough" because of disagreements about how the

store ought to be run. These problems were exacerabated

by their eviction in April 1977 by Margaret Nunley,-who

collective members called a "closeted" landlady. The

49 ••Committees," GTAT, v.2 no.7, August 1976, p. 10.

50 "Women's Bookstore," GTAT, v.l no.8, September
1975, p. 6.

51 "The Common Woman Bookstore," GTAT, v.l no.10,
November 1975, p. 1.
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store reopened at 1510 San Antonio Street,52 however,

and continued to thrive as a collective and center for

women's information for several years before being bought

out by collective members Susan Post and Karen Umenger.

While some of the ALO women were involved with the

bookstore, others became interested in forming

organizations with other feminists and women of color.

In December 1976, Judy -Turner and Barbara Hopson,^members

of ALO, became involved with a group of Austin feminists

attempting to set up a Women's Credit Union. Dismayed at

first by the dominance of straight white women, the two

lesbians demanded and got places on the eleven member

board in May 1977. This attempt at a feminist credit

union fizzled after harassments from the state

bureaucracy and after the failure to raise enough start

up capital.53

The movement against violence against women was

another city wide women's issue where lesbians played a

key role. In the spring of 1977 the Austin Women's

52 "Common Woman Bookstore," GTAT, v.2 no.8,
September 1976, p. 10; "Comman Woman Bookstore Moves,"
GTAT, v.3 no.4, April 1977, p. 3.

53 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; "Wimmons
Credit Union," GTAT, v.2 no.10, December 1976, p. 3;
"Credit Union News," GTAT, v.3 no.4, April 1977, p. 7;
"Austin Area Women's Credit Union," GTAT, v.3 no.6, June
1977, p. 12.
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Center received a grant to build a shelter for battered

women. Of the volunteers over one quarter were ALO

members, including Nina Wouk and robin birdfeather.54

Lesbians also began a group called "Wimon Against

Violence Against Wimon" (WAVAW) at about this time, which

blasted media exploitation of women.55 They picketed

the movie Snuff, a film showing actual dismemberment of

South American women, and managed-to prevent-its «

screening in Austin.56 The WAVAW group also sponsored

anti-rape rallies and self-defense workshops. City-wide

issues concerning violence done to all women helped to

bring the lesbian community together again in the spring

of 1977, after the separatist battles of the previous

year. These activities also cemented the lesbian role in

the women's movement in Austin, and straight feminists

increasingly became carefully cultivated allies of the

lesbian community.

In January 1977 ALO.made a last attempt at

reorganization in order to rekindle interest in the dying

group. To signal a change in attitude towards feminism,

54 Nina Wouk, "Battered Women," GTAT, v.3 no.l,
January 1977, p. 1.

55 "Wimon Against Violence Against Wimon," GTAT, v.3
no.2, February 1977, p. 3.

56 "Snuff Coming Friday," GTAT, v.2 no.5, June 1977,
D. 1.
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they changed their name to the Austin Lesbian-Feminist

Organization (ALFO). In many ways this reflected changes

in the group's active membership that had begun over a

year earlier.57 When ALO was in its rapid growth phase

in the spring of 1975, there were many women involved who

did not consider themselves "feminists" because for them

the term was too political. They were not interested in

a political, revolution that would, require, cooperation

with non-lesbian groups. They simply wanted to

socialize. However, the non-political women tended to

drop out of the active membership relatively quickly,

especially after the extremely political battle over

separatism.58 It was at this time, in early 1976, that

ALO became a truly feminist organization, in the sense

that all of the active members considered themselves

strongly feminist in one way or another. The belated

change in the ALFO reflected the dwindling number of

active members. The feminists had managed, roost likely

unconsciously, to purge the group of non-political

lesbians; but, in the process, they gradually destroyed

the group's social base.

In the last year and one half of its existence, the

57 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.

58 Bek Runte, interview by the author.
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ALO/ALFO sponsored a few social activities and one very

important workshop. In October of 1976 ALO held a

"Racism Workshop" at Women/Space in the University Y.

White lesbians, many of whom had always considered

themselves non-racist, listened and responded to the

anger of lesbians of color. They discovered that the

lesbian and gay organizations in Austin were very anglo-

centric and often insensitive or completely oblivious to

the concerns of blacks and latinas. They listened to

Yolanda Chavez-Leyva, a former member of ALO, discuss her

difficulty with the competing identities of lesbian and

chicana.59 The workshop, which consisted of three

separate meetings lasting one entire weekend, was the

first in Austin to focus on both race and sexual

orientation. It had the immediate impact of inspiring

the formation of a "Tri-Ethnic Coalition" of feminists

from different races, again led by lesbians. They met

regularly and thus built more bridges between the lesbian

community and other minority groups in Austin.60

In addition to political bridge building, lesbians

from ALO were becoming more active in city politics.

59 "Racism Workshop for ALO," GTAT, v.2 no.9,
November 1976, p. 3; Yolanda Chavez-Leyva, "Letter," v.2
no.9, November 1976, p. 6.

60 "Tri-Ethnic Coalition," GTAT, v.2 no.10, December
1976, p. 4.
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After successfully getting sexual orientation included in

the City of Austin's Equal Employment and Public

Accommodations Ordinances in the mid 1970s, an attempt

was made to secure the same lesbian-gay inclusive anti

discrimination clause in the city's Fair Housing

Ordinance in the spring of 1977. The Human Relations

Commission recommended such a Fair Housing Ordinance for

Austin in the fall of 1976. At the advice of chairman

Father Joe Znotis, however, the HRC decided not to push

the City Council for passage of the Fair Housing

Ordinance until after the mayoral and council elections

the following spring. Father Znotis argued that forcing

the councilmembers to reveal their positions on the

sexual orientation clause before what was, due to a

proposed property tax increase, already a divisive

liberal-conservative election, might jeopardize the

tenuous five to two liberal majority.61

In the spring election, lesbian-gay interests lost

heavily. Even without the potentially contentious issue

of lesbian-gay rights, the liberals lost their majority.

Liberal and friend of the lesbian-gay community, Dr. Emma

Lou Linn lost to Northwest Austin conservative Ron Mullen

while conservative Carole McClellan replaced liberal Jeff

61 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author.
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Friedman as mayor. But the new four to three

conservative majority would not take their seats until

May 15, 1977, giving Dr. Linn time to introduce the Fair

Housing Ordinance on May 12. It passed the first reading

of the lame duck council on a four to three vote and

could have been passed into law if two special sessions

had been called before the term expired (three readings

and votes are required for: passage of .an ordinance 4n

Austin).62 There were several days in which to call the

meetings but they had to be called by Mayor Jeff

Friedman, who refused to do so on the grounds that "more

time was needed to study the proposal."63 Janna

Zumbrun, who had helped write the proposed ordinance,

knew that this delay was fatal to the lesbian-gay rights

clause. As she predicted, the new council, headed by

Mayor McClellan, passed a watered down Fair Housing

Ordinance on August 11, 1977, that did not include the

lesbian-gay rights clause.64 ...

The ALO/ALFO, in its death throes for fully half of

its three year existence, finally died in the spring of

62 "Battle Lines Drawn on FHO," GTAT, v.3 no.7,
July-August 1977, p. 4.

63 "Fair housing rule vote postponed," AAS, morn., 3
June 1977, p. 5.

64 "Mayor's housing plan passes, 4 - 3," AAS, eve.,
11 August 1977, p. 7.
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1978. These years witnessed an explosion of lesbian and

feminist culture on all levels, including business,

sports, health, education, counselling, parenting and

theater etc. Lesbians, lesbian-feminists, and

separatists used the ALO/ALFO as a clearinghouse for

information and ideas. In this sense the ALO/ALFO was

extremely successful. It ushered in changes that vitally

affected every lesbian in Austin and.provided a place to

discuss ways to implement further changes. To the

considerable extent that these newly confident lesbians

shared their ideas and talents with straight feminists,

the entire women's community benefitted.65

ALO/ALFO was a failure as a viable social group.

The initial excitement generated by the incredible

attendance at the first meeting in January 1975, quickly

wore off. The meetings were either unfocused and boring

or incredibly divisive and unfriendly. Separatism ended

any social function that ALO/ALFO had because the

divisive meetings could not compete with the relative

harmony of Women/Space. Women/Space became what ALO/ALFO

had wanted to become - - a social center. Women/Space

had the location and the active personnel to keep such an

idea going. It also had a focus, which was peer

65 Janna Zumbrun, interview by the author; Bek
Runte, interview by the author.
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counseling and referral, that came before everything else

and therefore tended to make Women/Space much less

political. During the storms over separatism that racked

ALO/ALFO, many lesbians took shelter in the

"Coffeehouses" and other programs at Women/Space,66

where they also had a chance to mix with straight

feminists in a pro-lesbian environment. (Women/Space lost

this delicate balance-between lesbians and straighbswomen

in the late 1970s, when a new coordinator's attitude

drove many lesbians away).67 Still Women/Space was

nurtured at its crucial infancy by lesbians from ALO who

not only attended the functions faithfully but

volunteered to do a substantial portion of the work. As

far as lesbian activism in Austin is concerned, ALO/ALFO

was the mother organization, some of whose children are

still alive in the 1990s.

66 Caroline Scott, interview by the author.

67 "Florence Ross," interview by the author.


